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Innovative evaluation methods and tools are emerging in the
fields of corporate social responsibility (CSR) and social
enterprise. The focus of these innovations is the measurement of
the “blended value” (financial, social and environmental) that is
created by CSR and social enterprise, which is of interest to social
investors, “philanthrocapitalists” and governments.
This panel will summarize findings-in-process from ongoing
applications in these spheres in Ontario, Ghana and other
developing-world settings. There are advantages and challenges
in applying “blended value” approaches that the presenters will
examine. The panelists will also discuss the implications of these
findings for the theory and practice of evaluation.
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“Not everything that can be counted counts, and
not everything that counts can be counted”

“You can’t manage what you can’t measure”
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Introductions
Evaluation and CSR
Evaluation and Social Enterprise
Discussion
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Context
Issues and Challenges
Alterna Case Study
RTA Ghana Case Study
Strategies and Insights
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“a form of corporate self-regulation integrated into a
business model…the deliberate inclusion of public
interest into corporate decision-making, and the
honoring of a triple bottom line: people, planet, profit
(Wikipedia)
“the private sector’s way of integrating the economic,
social and environmental imperatives of their
activities…frequently involves the creation of innovative
and proactive solutions…as well as collaborating with
both internal and external stakeholders to improve CSR
performance” (Industry Canada)
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Intermediary
Due Diligence
Monitoring

Grants

Syndication

CED Organization

Corporation
Grants

Revenue

Community Investment
Volunteers

Healthier Economies

Human Resources
Procurement
Assets

Procurement
Asset Transfer

Social Solutions

Skills/Technologies

Stronger Leaders

Markets

Benefits to Corporation

•Reputational Gains
•Improved Government Relations
•Brand Differentiation
•Customer Loyalty
•Employee Recruitment/Retention
•Procurement Savings
•A “Social License to Operate”

Source: Community Economic Development Technical Assistance Program, 2008
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What indicators matter most?
What balance is necessary to achieve among
the three TBL dimensions: economic, social
and environmental?
What tools can assist in understanding the
theory of change in a given CSR intervention?
How to engage, and assess, the role of
diverse and often contending stakeholders
inside and outside the corporation?
What particular mix of methods works best?
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How to document and analyze the blended value –
economic, social and environmental – generated by
CSR activities
 Need to test a variety of methods and tools:









Logic models
Expanded value-added statement
Social return on investment
Participatory data collection and analysis

How to balance various methods against time and
budget
 Sampling
 Low-cost methods
 Long-term impact analysis as a partnership task.
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Joint planning and management by Carleton Centre
for Community Innovation and Alterna Savings
Credit Union (Toronto and Ottawa)
 Mixed methods:










Logic model analysis (theory of change)
Expanded value added statement
Key-person interviews
Surveys of sample of borrowers
Engagement of policy makers in findings

Relevance
 Microloan program serves diverse immigrant population
 Potential for core-business growth in this market segment
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Created April 2005:merger of CS CO-OP & Metro Credit Union
Ontario based, regional offices in Toronto and Ottawa
24 Branches; 81 proprietary ABMs
129,000 members; 550 employees
Owns Alterna Bank, a Schedule 1 chartered bank
Locally owned and controlled by members
Serve anyone who lives or works in the province of Ontario
Democratic governance structure—any member can run for
the Board of Directors
Approx. 85% of funds deposited are returned to the
community in the form of loans and mortgages to members—
money stays local
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For Alterna Savings Credit Union




Demonstrating to key stakeholders the value of leadingedge CSR practices by a major credit union in the context
of a recession
Mobilizing the appropriate tools to evaluate results of
microlending to vulnerable populations

For Policy-makers




Understanding how to lever the assets of a financial
institution to create businesses and jobs, build skills and
reduce poverty among vulnerable populations
Learning how to measure what matters in microlending
and the social economy
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Carleton University
Centre for
Community Innovation

•

Community Economic Development

•

Accountability

•

Philanthropy

•

Financial Literacy

•

Environment
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Carleton University
Centre for
Community Innovation

Logic Model

Survey

Ethics
Application

Interviews

Report on
Impacts on
Borrowers

Focus groups

Analysis of
Corporate
Benefits

EVAS

Policy
Dialogue
Session
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PROGRAM
COMPONENTS

Small Business
Development
loans

Free financial
literacy programs
and professional
development
opportunities

INPUTS

ACTIVITIES

OUTPUTS

INTERMEDIATE
OUTCOMES

Alterna’s Capital
(Credit Union
members’ shares)
1 Full-Time
Community Micro
Loan Manager +
1 Full-Time CSR
Manager

Provision of small
loans (max
$15,000) upon
approval of loan
requests
presented by
interested
applicants

Loans disbursed
to qualified
applicants in a
timely fashion
(e.g. within a few
weeks from the
applicants’ initial
request)

Start-up or expansion
of small businesses
(including purchase of
productive assets,
workspace rental, ecommerce
development)

Volunteer work
by both Alterna
Staff and
recognized local
business
professionals/
Instructors

-Business
financial literacy
programs offered
to both members
and prospective
applicants
-Member Display
Table and
Information
Boards at Alterna
branches

-Networking Café
conducted as
planned
-Presentations
made by Alterna
CSR Officers at
local business
development
centres and
training colleges

-Members’ enhanced
understanding and
adoption of effective
business practices
(e.g. business plan
development,
accounting,
marketing)
-Development of
partnerships among
borrowers in different
fields

FINAL
OUTCOMES

IMPACT

Micro-Level
(Borrowers)

Meso-Level (Corporate)

Macro-Level (Policy)
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Carleton University Centre for
Community Innovation

FINAL OUTCOMES

IMPACT

Micro-level
(Borrowers)

Increase borrowers’ productivity
and personal assets
Encourage borrowers’ selfsufficiency
Increase borrowers’ annual
income
Increase corporate reputation
within the community

Increase borrowers’ payment of federal and provincial income
taxes
Reduce the number of borrowers relying on government
assistance
Enhance the well-being of borrowers and their households (incl.
housing, nutrition, health)
Increase the free media coverage of corporate CSR as well as of
their services/products at large; boost corporate membership

Meso-Level
(Corporate)

Enhance corporate brand
differentiation

Develop new products and services specifically catering to the
most marginalized and vulnerable population groups (e.g., new
Canadians, individuals with no or low credit rating)

Increased customer loyalty

Consolidate Alterna’s membership base (e.g., through referral )
and enhance borrowers’ opening of additional accounts other
than business related (e.g. personal lines of credit, mortgages).

Promoting self-employment and
entrepreneurship among
vulnerable population groups in
Toronto

Contribute to the health and success of the local economy ; save
government a large amount of resources otherwise allocated to
assistance programs; contribute to federal and provincial
revenues due to the borrowers paying higher income taxes over
time.

Foster the creation of new jobs
(e.g. micro loan borrowers hiring
employees to run their business)

Contribute to the reduction in the local unemployment rate

Macro-Level
(Policy)
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Carleton University
Centre for
Community Innovation

•

•
•

•
•

Investing more heavily in the evaluation of the microloan
program generates detailed client-success data, which has
both social and commercial value
What is the link between results for microloan borrowers and
the credit-union's overall business performance?
Which indicators and levels of the evaluation matter most to
which stakeholders, and what type of evidence is most
credible for each stakeholder group?
What is the optimum allocation of time and money across
various evaluation components and activities?
What is the most effective way to convert these evaluation
findings into persuasive lessons for policy-makers?
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Logic models + social accounting
+ participatory strategies =
effective CSR evaluation
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Context and Concepts
Frameworks and Tools
Challenges and Opportunities
Resources
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Business models that create economic and
social and/or environmental value
 Social objectives integral to business model



Structure: for-profit, non-profit or charity



Context: fees (for service) is the dominant
revenue source (48%) of nonprofit and
voluntary sector revenue.
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Individuals or institutions which apply nonfinancial characteristics to investment
decision-making.
Criteria often related to the investors' value
system (environmental protection, etc.)
Belief that investments should provide both
social and financial returns; varies by investor
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Jed Emerson (2003) “The Blended Value Map: Tracking the Intersects and Opportunities of Economic, Social and
Environmental Value Creation ”
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Funding: 15,000+ social enterprise jobs – at
least £100m from £1bn Future Jobs Fund
Capacity building: Social Enterprise Access to
Investment program (NESTA)
Procurement: Futurebuilders Investment
Plan - £45.6 million to deliver public services
Measurement: Office of 3rd Sector funding
for Guide to Social Return on Investment
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Management
 Performance management (meeting needs/objectives)
 Organizational sustainability, attract new investment
 Demonstrate the value created by organization



Social Investors (inc. funders)
 Impact of grants, mission alignment
 Accountability measures
 Assess organization value, relate to risk/return (of investment)



Government Programs/Policy
 Make the case for investment in organization/approach
 Accountability measures
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all organizations create value that consists of
economic, social and environmental
components
investors simultaneously generate all three
forms of value through providing capital to
organizations
the outcome is value creation, where that value
is itself non-divisible and, therefore, a blend of
these three elements
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World Economic Forum (2008) “Blended Value Investing: Capital Opportunities for Social and Environmental Impact”
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The Measurement Landscape



Approaches, Objectives, Application



Emerging Approaches
 Social Return on Investment
 Social Accounting
 Canadian Initiatives
 International Initiatives
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Clark et al. (2003) “Double Bottom Line Project Report: Methods Catalog”
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Clark et al. (2003) “Double Bottom Line Project Report: Methods Catalog”
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Discounted, monetized value of the social
value that has been created, relative to the
value of the investment.
Pioneered by Roberts Enterprise
Development Fund (REDF) and Jed Emerson
Various uses for, and approaches to, SROI
Despite “hype” around SROI, it can be
resource-intensive, and issues around
feasibility, replication, reporting still remain.
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Goals

Methods

• Hire couriers and office
administrative staff from
disadvantaged youth
population

• Recruit youth from youth
shelters and youth
serving agencies across
Toronto

• Provide transitional work
experience to enable youth
to develop employability
skills, a resume and a
support network

• Provide a real job,
not a job training
experience

• Enable youth to access the
mainstream job market
• Enable youth to stabilize life
situation, begin a career
path and leave the shelter
system

• Establish a
supportive
management
environment
• Assist youth with
planning and making
next steps regarding
housing and
employment

Success Metrics
• Youth are able to
get out of shelter
system and into
independent
housing
• Youth meet or
exceed job
expectations
• TurnAround helps
youth secure next
job and establish a
career path
• Youth are able to
get off and stay off
government
financial assistance
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Overview of Target Population (sample)
• 38% recruited directly from shelters
• 23% female
• Average age: 21
• 100% unemployed at time of hire
• 54% receiving social assistance at hire
• 54% been involved with justice system
• 54% did not complete high school
Sustainable Livelihood Outcomes (sample)
• 89 youth in total have been hired over 5
years
• 100% target population recruited from
shelters able to get out of shelter system
and secure independent housing within 6
months of employment at TAC

Avg Change in Societal Contribution
(Target Employees):

$9,391

Average Number of Target Employees:

10

Current Year Cost Savings to Society:

$93,910

Cumulative Cost Savings (prior to Y5):

$191,170

Total Cost Savings to Date:

$285,080

Cumulative Societal Payback Period:

1.8 years

Cumulative SROI:

285%

Note: initial SCP investment = $100,000
Employment Outcomes (sample)
• Increased target/non-target staff ratio to 83%
• 69% continue to work at TAC (9)

• 15% moved onto mainstream employment in
• 85% who relied on income support through window cleaning industry (2)
social assistance at time of hire able to get
• 8% went on to post secondary education (1)
off and stay off
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REDF (2009) “Performance Dashboards: Speedometer and Odometer for Social Enterprise”
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Triple Bottom Line (TBL)
Expanded Value Added Statement (EVAS)
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)
Sustainability Scorecard
Social Audit
… and more
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Source: Réseau d'investissement social du
Québec (RISQ). “Guide for Analysis of Social
Economy Enterprises.”
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Pulse (Acumen Fund)
 Portfolio level assessment; blended value
 Best Available Charitable Option (BACO)



Progress out of Poverty Index (Grameen Fdn.)
 Social performance for microfinance



Socialmarkets.org
 Self-reported metrics + SROI + crowdsourcing



Kiva, MyC4, MicroPlace
 Microfinance with technology platform
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Language not well-understood
Fragmentation and immaturity of approaches
Silos: internal, and across organizations
Communicating impact to a range of audiences
Tensions between feasibility and credibility/validity
Comparing apples to oranges; temptation for a #
Data availability and collection
Capacity of social enterprises, lack of intermediaries
Who will pay, who will be involved?
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 No established standards, but best practices in
geographical and sectoral contexts are emerging
 Development of new approaches and tools being
driven by funders and cross-sectoral collaboratives
 Learning from evaluation community
 An iterative process: plan to use, use to plan
 Build supply: open data sets and platforms
 Intermediary development: find appropriate incentives
 Communicate better: social media, interactive
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Clark, Catherine et al. “Double Bottom Line Project Report: Assessing Social Impact
in Double Bottom Line Ventures Methods Catalog.”



Emerson, Jed and Sheila Bonini. “The Blended Value Map: Tracking the Intersects
and Opportunities of Economic, Social and Environmental Value Creation”



Kramer, Mark R. “Measuring Innovation: Evaluation in the Field of Social
Entrepreneurship.”



London Business School. “The SROI Primer.”



Réseau d'investissement social du Québec (RISQ). “Guide for Analysis of Social
Economy Enterprises.”



SVT Group. “Catalog of Approaches to Impact Measurement.”



Trelsad, Brian, “Simple Measures for Social Enterprise.”



Tuan, Melinda. “Measuring and/or Estimating Social Value Creation”



Websites: socialcapitalpartners.ca; demonstratingvalue.org; blendedvalue.org
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To what extent are (any of) these tools
relevant to your work?
How could these tools be applied to your
work? What tools from your work could be
applied to these areas?
Are there other specific issues that could be
framed around some of the approaches/tools
that we have talked about?
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